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Introduction to the Crash Course
WEB-BASED SOURCES

http://www.dorak.info/mtd/glosstat.html

R Tutorials @ ListenData:
https://www.listendata.com/p/r-programmingtutorials.html

Outline of the Crash Course
➢ R installation and a quick demo
➢ R syntax and a few simple rules
➢ Basic and beyond basic statistics
➢ Statistical power, survival analysis, meta-analysis, permutation
test, diagnostic test assessment incl. ROC analysis, cluster
analysis
➢ R Studio and R Commander

Teaching Philosophy of the Crash Course

The Best Single Printed Source for Beginners

R Installation I

➢ Go to https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base
➢ Click on Download R 4.0.3 for Windows * (as of December 2020)
➢ Download R-4.0.3-win.exe
➢ Locate the exe file and double click on it
➢ Click RUN (accept defaults or see the next slide)
* If you have R version <4.0.0 already installed, please update your R to version >4.0.0)

R Installation II

➢ When reached "Select Destination Location", change it to
"C:\R" (optional)

R Installation III

➢ Continue with installation accepting default options
➢ In a few minutes, R is installed and there should be R icons in
the start up menu and on the desktop
➢ Start R!

What Does R Look Like?

➢ R looks nothing like you expect!
➢ After some messages, just a blank page

CTRL + L clears the screen

R Installation IV
➢

➢
➢
➢

➢
➢

If the necessary R packages are not yet installed for you on the
computer you are using, or if you are using your own computer,
please use the script "installation1.R" to install them
(see slide 30)
OR:
Select "Set CRAN mirror.." in the Packages menu on top of the R
console. A pop-up window will open
Select the nearest mirror site for downloading the packages
Open the script file with Notepad or any text editor. You can also open
it with R (File > Open script..)

Then type each line of the text in the script file and press ENTER. Keep
doing so until the end of the script file
Wait until R stops working, and you have installed all necessary
packages. Disregard any messages from R

What To Do With R?
➢
➢
➢
➢

You need to know how to talk to R
Download and open "s1.R" as described in slide 30
Try typing 2*2 and press ENTER
Now try typing something like 1897985645567.98 *
3465.96873 and press ENTER

➢ You can use R as at least a calculator even for very complex
calculations
➢ Let's do something more serious using a dataset that comes
with R (called iris)
➢ Loading a built-in dataset (there are many of them) is easy; to
see the complete list, type: data()
➢ Type: data(iris) and press ENTER
Script: s1.R
➢ Nothing happens!

What To Do With R?
➢ Dataset iris, however, is loaded in the memory and you can
use it for analysis or for manipulation
➢ Just type: iris and press ENTER to see the whole dataset on
the screen (which is not a good idea!)
➢ In case the dataset is too large, you want to be careful. First,
check its dimensions (row and column numbers) by typing:
dim(iris)

➢
➢
➢
➢

It has 150 rows and 5 columns
Now type: head(iris)
Now type: tail(iris)
The top (head) or bottom (tail) 5 rows of the dataset will be
printed on the screen
➢ You can learn more about the structure of the dataset by
typing: str(iris) {also try: Str(iris)}

What To Do With R?
➢

Time to do some real analysis of this dataset. Type (or copy/paste)
each of the following lines one by one followed by ENTER

➢

summary(iris)

➢

boxplot(iris)

➢

boxplot(iris[-5])

➢

boxplot(iris)

➢

boxplot(iris[-5], col = "red") #adding color

➢

abline(h = 3.5, col = "red") #adding a horizontal line

➢

boxplot(iris$Sepal.Length ~ iris$Species)

➢

hist(iris$Sepal.Length)

➢

pairs(iris[-5])

➢

my_cols <- c("red", "blue", "green") #carry on to the next
line

➢

pairs(iris[1:4], pch = 19, cex = 0.5, col =
my_cols[iris$Species], lower.panel=NULL)

➢

Have you said Wow! yet?

What To Do With R?
➢ If you haven't said Wow! yet, try this:
library("psych"); pairs.panels(iris, method = "spearman")

➢ Wow!

What To Do With R?
Now, run the script "demo1.R"
(You can do aRt with R!)

Inspiration and Help with R Graphics

pie(abs(rnorm(100)), radius=10, border="transparent")

WOW!

Script: demo1.R

What To Do With R?
Now, run the script "quantmod.R"
(You can even do real-time financial explorations with R!)

install.packages("quantmod")
library("quantmod")
getSymbols("AAPL")
barChart(AAPL)

WOW!!!

Script: quantmod.R

R Syntax
Here are some simple rules we have already used:
➢ R language is case-sensitive (Str(iris) did not work!)
➢ Every R function is followed by brackets even if they contain nothing
like: data() quit() ls() windows() file.choose() date() colors()
➢ Every R function has a number of arguments/options to be placed
within brackets (most of them have default values):
boxplot(iris[-5], col = "red")
Here, color is an option and defined as red. You need to check the default options.

➢ In R language, non-numerical objects are written between quotes (as
above) and single or double quotes are acceptable
➢ R is quite tolerant to spacing: both quit() and quit () will work
➢ Anything beginning with " # " is ignored by R (comment line)
➢ In R, a dataset is called a dataframe (and a matrix is different)
➢ In R, the convention for writing a PATH is always a single forward slash

R Syntax
➢ To denote a column in a dataset, use the $ sign:
hist(iris$Sepal.Length)
Here, we made a histogram of the data in the Sepal.Length column
of iris dataset
Alternatively, use the attach(dataframe) function, and you do not
need to define the dataframe (and no $ sign needed)

➢ To install a package/library, use: install.packages() function;
type: install.packages("psych")
➢ To load a library, use library() function; type: library("psych")
➢ R uses an aRrow
x <- 5
x * 6
30

<-

as an assignment operator:

# x is assigned a value of 5
# x is multiplied by 6
# the result is 30

➢ Any object (a dataset, variable etc) can be assigned to a variable
➢ You can recall previous commands using the up arrow key

➢ Entering a letter and then hitting the Tab key twice will list the
commands and objects starting with that letter

R Syntax
➢ You can split a command line to as many pieces as you like with no
harm:
boxplot(iris[1:4],
boxwex = 0.2,
pch =
14)

# you can even insert a comment

# The above script is equivalent to:
boxplot(iris[1:4], boxwex = 0.2, pch = 14)

➢ You can also join multiple commands in different lines to a single line
command separated by semicolons:
data(iris); boxplot(iris[1:4]); abline(h = 2.5)

➢ You can have two graphics windows by using windows()
➢ To quit R, type:
quit()
and, say "No" the question asked (unless you want to save the session image)

R Syntax
➢ Double column (::) separates a function name from its package name
(like fBasics::basicStats)
➢ When generating a set of numbers, setting a seed number generator
with set.seed() is not necessary, but it will make your results
reproducible (see R Function of the Day)

For more on R syntax, see:
Common Uncommon Notations that Confuse New R Coders
Good Practices in R Programming
Syntax Quirks You'll Want to Know
R Reference Card & v.2

How to Enter Data into R
Vector, matrix, array

➢ For a small dataset (vector), create an R object using

c():

x <- c(2, 4, 3, 5, 1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3, 8, 5, 6, 9, 2)
boxplot(x)

➢ For a data frame, create multiple vectors for rows or columns,
and bind them using rbind() / cbind() or data.frame()
functions.

➢ For a matrix, use the

matrix()

function:

x <- matrix(c(2,12,6,10), nrow=2, byrow=TRUE)

or

x <- matrix(c(2,12,6,10), nrow=2, byrow=FALSE)

➢ For an array, use the array() function:
x <- array(c(matrix1, matrix2), dim=c(2,2,2))

# multiple matrices (of size 2x2) are merged to create an array: two 2x2
tables (hence, dim = c(2,2,2))

How to Enter Data into R
2x2 table

➢ To create a 2x2 (contingency) table, create a matrix:
x

<-

matrix(c(22, 46, 66, 58), nrow = 2)

➢ R can also provide a blank spreadsheet to enter the numbers:
x <- data.frame() # assigns a name to the contingency table to be created
fix(x) # opens the data editor to enter the cell values (rxc)

➢ To see the newly created contingency table:
x

# prints the newly created contingency table
1
2

var1 var2
22
66
46
58

➢ To use the contingency table, for example, for Fisher's test, use the
assigned name of the 2x2 table (x):
fisher.test(x)

How to Enter Data into R
Excel (CSV) file

➢ Save your Excel file as CSV in the working directory (if in doubt,
check with: getwd() )
➢ Use the read.csv() function to read your file into R (ideally,
assign it to a name):
file <- read.csv("filename.csv", header = TRUE)
➢ dim(file), str(file), names(file), head(file), tail(file)

can

be used to explore the dataset
➢ You can also export (save) an R dataframe (like iris) as a CSV
file (by default to the working directory):
write.csv(iris, "iris.csv")
OR

# write.csv2() uses a comma
for the decimal point and a semicolon for the separator

write.csv2(iris, "iris.csv")

How to Enter Data into R
Excel (CSV) file

How to Enter Data into R
Excel (CSV) file

If you are not sure what your working directory is, and you want to read a CSV file
into R, use the following command:
x <- read.csv(file.choose(), header=TRUE)
# if no header, use FALSE

This will allow you to browse your computer and locate the file like you do on
Windows Explorer.

How to Enter Data into R
Excel (XLSX) file

How to Enter Data into R
Excel file

An easier way for smaller spreadsheet tables

Copy the spreadsheet on clipboard, and import it to R using the following function:
x <- read.delim("clipboard", header=TRUE)
# if no header, use FALSE

How to Enter Data into R
SPSS, Stata, SAS and other files

How to Enter Data into R

Running R Scripts
Save your script as a text file with a file extension "R" like script.R
Preferentially, save the file in the working directory (to find out, use: getwd() in R)
Open your script file using the File menu in R (Open script)

Once the file is open, select the script

Press CTRL + R on the keyboard (or click on Run line or selection under Edit)
The script will run in its entirety

How to Save Data as an R Object

save() function saves your
R object (for example, a data
frame) in your working
directory, and it can be
loaded by recalling it at the
next session.

Use load() to recall and
load the R object.

Most Common Sources of Error Messages
➢ Typos (comma instead of dot; pound sign or ampersand instead of
dollar sign; leaving out the dot in multi-word function names like
read.delimit() or as.factor(); case sensitivity (including WORD
changing the initial to a capital letter)
➢ Parentheses (type, unequal opening and closing parentheses)
➢ Quotes; including WORD changing your straight quotes (" … ") with
smart quotes (“ … ”); inconsistent use of single and double quotes
➢ Missing commas (e.g., between function arguments)
➢ Your grouping variable is NOT a factor (but numerical or
string/character variable; check with class() )
➢
➢
➢
➢

Missing data is causing trouble
The function you use exists in two different libraries in use (loaded)
The library you intend to use is not loaded
In path definition, R uses forward slash like C:/R (not back slash as in
Windows Explorer like C:\R)

R Reference Cards

R Cheat Sheet

More on R

More on R
Perfect for Self-review of the Basics

And more: https://www.neonscience.org/resources/data-tutorials
(especially: https://www.neonscience.org/packages-in-r)

More on R

More on R

More on R

http://www.dorak.info/r

R Notes and R Links

Next

R for Descriptive Statistics

